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and. not a co 'le of centuries later an they will agree on a few sections like that. orrey

says that when Cyrus is mentioned that it is writ4en in Cyrus' time, and. on a few things like

that they will agree, but on other things triers is such a wide g, because it is not a key.

It i one thing to take a key that ul:cks a house and gives access to all it treasures-

it is another thing to take a stick of dynamite that lets you into the house all right but which

blows everything to bits. In he orginal statement, they said that the first man was in

Palestie and wrote concerning that land. in ch. 1-39. but in ch. 40 ft. you have sor'eone else

that speis on Babylonia. ut beginning with cli. 52 if. there is no evidence of spearing of

babylon and it seems that it is referring to 1J Palestine. In ch. 1-39 you have a different

viewpoint than you fave from L40_52. The land of Babylon is not referred at all. In the first

part you have the question-- will God protect his city and. in the second part you have the

usion--wi1l God. rebuild. His elty. In the first part there is the question--will we be able

to continue here and. in the second part is the question, Will we be able to rebuild the city

and. continue to have a happy time but your interest in ch. L1052 is, how to get away from

Bay1onia. In 52 ff. is the background of of exile and the return to Palestine but the

background is to someone that is in Babylonia that is writings, and so they say that is not

true, so they say that it is a man in Palestine that is writing after second Isih, and if

you are consistent, you have to feel that at least some sections of Isa. 52 ff. Isaiah trans

ports himself in imagination into a future circumstance.

B. Consideration of the Criticism of Isaiah.

1. The complexity of the results of the method. It is not a key which gives you a

simple answer but it is something that can go on indefinitely and something that if the unity

is thrown away, leaves you in all kinds of theories rather than something definite and in any

o'itestion, investigation of the Bible of a scientific problem, if you have a key to it, it

will give you greater simplicity than you had before, rather than introducing more compleixty

thou&i it may introduce new problems, but it will solve a lot and here is a method that goes

on and on, and it is not the simple thing of here having two books and. that is the end.. It

sounds simple at first--why not believe in two Isaiahs, if God inspired them both. It simply

is not that simple. The argument and proof that the first Isaiah is separate from the first

also must prove that the first was not written by the first Isa. at all--they also are later.

A logical argument to prove the second Isa. will prove a third Isa. and. leave you in great Ex
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